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GRAPPLING WITH "SURVEILLANCE"

LANGUAGE 

How might we develop a shared language for how health data is

being collected? 

How are we raising awareness of the risks associated with

surveillance strategies/digital health ?

How do we take into account the varying levels of willingness to

engage with the term surveillance? 

The term "surveillance" holds a negative connotation for certain

stakeholders, and others did not seen the term used in relation to digital

health in their organizations. Others position data collection and use as

a form of "digital caring" and a means of increasing access and equity. 
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TRUST STARTS WITH LITERACY &

REQUIRES TRANSPARENCY 

What are the gaps in understanding for different

stakeholders? What literacy tools could support this?

How might we leverage actors who already hold trust with

patients?

What are the fears and anxieties surrounding these

conversations? How might we increase transparency and

openness to build trust?

Building trust with patients and system stakeholders will be key,

yet it is unclear who should take on the education and digital

health literacy that will be required. 
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THE ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITES OF

PRIVATE & PUBLIC PLAYERS

Who is responsible? Who is setting the rules and agenda? 

How can the private and public sector work together? What's

preventing this?

There was confusion amongst stakeholders around how privacy and

data regulations may differ for private and public stakeholders. As

more private companies move into healthcare, questions rose about

what policies are needed to keep our data safe. Meanwhile,

governments are also working on various standards and policies.
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DYSTOPIAN DATA FUTURES 

 How might we raise these concerns without feeding into fear-

based narratives, or alienating groups creating these

technologies?

How do we balance risks and weigh the harms? Who plays this

role? What resources do they need?

The conversations covered the spectrum from benefits of digital

health to the dark sides of data creep and the risks to already

vulnerable patients and lay consumers. Concerns of data

dehumanization, and having data remove the humanity of healthcare

were raised. In these cases, could low/no tech solutions without the

need for data sharing be considered equally impactful and perhaps

even safer? 
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DATA STEWARDSHIP VS. OWNERSHIP

VS. CUSTODIANSHIP 

 How might we involve patients in this process to the extent they

wish to engage? What is each stakeholder's role in this?

These terms were used to discuss the relationships between the user,

their data, and the health system. Some stakeholders emphasized the

importance of informing patients about their data rights and pushing

for patients to own and control their data through new technologies

and infrastructure. Others believed these activities weren't necessary

if  'patients weren't asking for them', sharing concerns about

overwhelming patients, increasing fear, and limiting the adoption of

technologies that could benefit their health. 
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DATA KNOWS NO BORDERS

 How might we stay connected to what's happening in other

countries and use these learnings to inform our approach?

What international groups are/should be monitoring data

practices and how is public health involved? 

There have also been ongoing conversations about how data privacy,

security, and surveillance ethics concerns scale beyond countries.

This is especially the case as consumers travel, and as companies

store data in servers across the world. As these practices proliferate

without clear global standards, how data is shared and collected

across platforms and countries remains difficult to untangle. 
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RESOURCES

EARLY IDEAS

How might we create experiences, tools, case studies to engage

different stakeholders in these conversations?

What organizations/groups are doing similar work?

What groups could we target with such resources?

What groups are most underserved in this space?
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